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Editorial

Welcome to the new edition of the Fleet
Magazine, the news magazine of Chemikalien
Seetransport, at the beginning of 2016.
After seven years of shipping crisis, we were happy and proud

further enhancement of the successful cooperation with Belships,

that at the end of 2015 the Krämer Group succeeded in returning

we strongly believe that the improvement of our presence in

to positive results.

Asia will promote our position in the global network of seaborne
transportation.

The market environment is challenging but we coped with it and
we look forward to opportunities for new business in set-ups and

In addition to the streamlining of the geographical allocation of

with partners enabling us to renew our fleet and to render third

our activities we constantly review our organisation and priori-

party management. For the latter we passed three encouraging

ties with regards to improvements in the fields of safety, health

office audits. But sustainable developments take time and require

care, loss prevention, fuel efficiency, communication and office

changes.

infrastructure.

In order to remain efficient we decided to concentrate the tech-

In respect of the latter, we are glad that Volker Schiemann has

nical ship management and crewing activities in Hamburg and

joined our team. Out of his function as Managing Director of ITE

Singapore only. This became unavoidable because of the down-

Solutions GmbH he already started to modernize our IT infrastruc-

sizing of our fleet. In the peak of our ship management activi-

ture and support. Please read more about Volker Schiemann and

ties we were in charge for 44 units. At the moment, we count

his plans on pages 4–5 of this magazine.

26 ships. A few of these vessels may leave our management,
because the owners have decided to sell the vessels in the

A broader view on the shipping markets can be found in Ulrich

presently strong market. The remaining number of ships is too

Schittek’s part of the editorial next to this page.

low to justify keeping 3 fully staffed management teams.
With great pleasure I also recommend reading Mr. SchmidtNevertheless, the Cyprus team is still actively serving us to en-

Lüßmann´s articles. Marine Service GmbH is the root of the

sure the appropriate transfer of their duties to the Singapore of-

Krämer Group. There has already been many exiting collabo-

fice. Christian Krämer, Ulrich Schittek, Philippos Antoniades and

ration between the engineers of Marine Service and Chemikalien

I thank them all for their assistance in this stage and even more

Seetransport and I strongly believe in further synergies between

for the reliable qualified support of the vessels which they have

the two sister companies.

been looking after since 2003.
In the future the Cyprus team will only be responsible for commercial management, including accounting. As a consequence of
said concentration, we have legally and commercially extended

Yours sincerely,
  Hylke Boerstra

our position in Singapore. At the beginning of this year our Singapore company has been renamed as CST Belchem Pte. Ltd.
Since the expansion of CST Belchem Pte. Ltd. goes along with a
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Changing and demanding markets
Since the last edition of the Fleet Magazine the product tanker

During the second half of 2015 the company had three external

market has continued to remain robust and we have seen rates

audits from potential new customers. These audits were con-

at good levels. The financial situation for a good number of pro-

ducted in a very professional manner and we are confident that

jects has become much better and for several projects healthy

the positive feedback will result in future business opportunities.

dividend payments to investors were possible. The traditional

The negative shipping environment in the bulker and container

“summer hole” only happened in autumn and to a much lower

segments has led to a reduction of available investors’ capital for

extent than usual. The freight levels in August 2015 for exam-

investments and it has become more difficult to find partners and

ple were the highest in many years. The continued low oil

projects. Independently it is still our target to identify partners

price resulted in high demands with only limited tonnage for

with whom we will work in the future.

transportation being available. This combination led to a strong
tanker market for the entire year 2015 and the signs for the first

We would like to thank you all on board of our vessels and

half of 2016 are thus quite promising. Given the good market

ashore for the continued support and excellent job during the

there is also the aim of some investors to sell their vessels, which

past months and look forward to jointly steering our CST vessels

we have experienced in the past months.

to the future.

Unfortunately the bulker market has not improved but even de-

I hope that you enjoy reading this magazine.

creased, so that the earnings are mostly below the ships’ operating expenses. For these vessels the financial pressure will remain
in the coming months. It also does not appear that this segment
will see a substantial upswing in the near future unless there will
be a fundamental change in global demand and supply.

Yours sincerely,
  Ulrich Schittek

In view of the upcoming ballast water regulations the number of
dry dockings in our fleet was very high, particularly in the second half of last year and in total eight vessels were undergoing
special service dockings. In particular the dockings of two fifteen
year old panamax tankers with CAP requirements were very challenging to the crew on board the vessels and for the whole organization. With the implementation of the “Schneekluth-Nozzle”
on the LONDON STAR the aim is to further improve the speed and
consumption performance which directly result in higher earnings
and which will become even more important in a raising bunker
price market.
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New MD
of ITE Solutions GmbH

Dear Colleagues,
I would like to introduce myself as the new MD of ITE
Solutions GmbH. My name is Volker Schiemann. I am 41
years old. I live on the south east corner of Hamburg in
the vicinity of Geesthacht. I have got two sons aged six
and ten and I am married to my wife Silke.

In September 2007 I joined Hamburg based KG house “König &
Cie. GmbH & Co. KG”. In the first twelve months I helped realize
several KG fund projects and projects for Marenave Schiffahrts
AG - i.e. the sale and lease back deal of a car carrier from Hoegh.
Further, I ran several projects to broaden the business model. I
actively gave birth to two of the projects in my second year at
König. One project was setting up König & Cie. Marine Finance
LLP in London, a vehicle trying to produce ship finance products

Workwise I am a shipping man. Since

for institutional investors. The other one was setting up American

August 1997 I have been working in

Feeder Lines (AFL) in New York, USA, a company which should

the shipping industry. At that time I

finance, build, own and operate feeder vessels in the US costal

began my career as a “Schiffahrts

trade and provide intra US door-to-door logistics. The financial

kaufmann Lehrling” with the Helsinki

and shipping crisis had a massive impact on the projects and

based Finnlines group working in

brought them finally to a halt.

Lübeck. After my two years training I
worked mainly as an assistant for the

In March 2010 I joined Scandlines, Europe’s largest ferry company

management board realizing finance

by volume. The mission was to turn around a business unit, which

and operational projects. Amongst those were projects on intro-

suffered from 10 straight years of losses. By adjusting the fleet,

ducing a new finance and reporting software.

manning concepts and tightly controlling the COO and I successfully managed that task. After one year at Scandlines I was pro-

In 2002 I changed to Finnlines group company Team Lines, at that

moted to Senior VP Business Development & IT. In that position I

time North Europe’s second largest container feeder carrier. For

was responsible for the group wide IT, processes and efficiency.

the first two years my main focus was to streamline the customer

In 2011 I led the sale of Scandlines freight business and several

service and enhance the service level in order to catch up with

restructuring projects targeting the increase of process efficiency

the market leader Unifeeder. By means of IT we succeeded in

by means of IT mainly. In the IT field the main tasks were to build

enhancing service abilities and increasing efficiency. During that

a new and effective team, reduce running costs and enhance IT

mission I became responsible for the customer service & opera-

controlling as well as project management.

tions of Team Lines, managing a local team of 35 people and the
agencies in the Southern Baltic and Russia.

Besides that assignment my job included a MD position at the
group company ScanRo GmbH, a service provider for the truck-

In 2006 Finnlines sold Team Lines to Delphis N.V., a Brussels based

ing industry, as well as being supervisory board member of the

shipping company owned by the Saverys family (Exmar, Bocimar

German operative legal entity of Scandlines Deutschland GmbH.

etc.). Following the change of ownership I was asked to take over
the operational and P&L responsibility for the Russian business.

In between Scandlines and my new position at ITE I worked as a

Turning the P&L around and building a wholly owned agency in

freelancer in the IT field.

St. Petersburg were the main tasks.

4
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On 01/01/2016 I joined the Krämer Group. Being a shipping

provider, Sohnix. While I really would like to start right away

company located in the middle of the city of Hamburg, run as a

working on all the issues listed above, we will require a couple

privately owned family business and having reasonable, trust-

of months in order to have an effective team in place, to have

worthy managers attracted me. The aim is taking over ITE as a

the basics right and to have the prerequisites in place in order to

so far internal and external IT service provider and transforming

embark towards new shores. Whenever there is the opportunity

it into a solely internally working IT and other services provider

for a quick win to improve ITE’s service, we will gladly take the

with the target to increase the service level and cost efficiency

chance to do so, like we did with the immediate introduction of

substantially.

a 24/7 emergency phone support for the ships.

Being now more than a month at ITE I first of all would like

It would be great if you would share these goals and support

to thank my team consisting currently of Axel Müller (full time,

us with positive and negative feedback on us and our work. My

main focus Navision), Birgit Reuter (full time, back office man-

phone and mailbox is always reachable and I value your feed-

ager), Christian Frass (full time, facility management and on-site

back.

support), Daniel Goryzcka (full time, applications and ship IT support), Katharina Krauss (part time, back office), Peter Haesslein
(apprentice), Thomas Bauer (3 days per week, ELO and on-site
support) and Demetris Demetriou (IT manager Cyprus). They have
given me an easy start and we have started to come together as
a team under new goals.
This year’s focus for ITE will mainly be to:
Build an effective IT team
Get the basics in IT right
	Build a scalable IT platform, which will allow us to offer
efficient services
	Build an effective 24/7 support especially to serve the
ships
Increase the service level in order to at least meet the
expectations
Review the IT setup on as many ships as possible
Get the IT setup right on board the ships
With the departure of Frank Eggert and his colleagues we have
lost quite some manpower and lots of know how. In order to
become a self-sustainable IT and to have a well-defined cut we
are also changing our external partners from EDV-Service Balje
and Frank Eggert’s new company to an independent IT service
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Drydocking

“HAMBURG STAR“ – CHENGXI SHIPYARD, CHINA

The crew gave a great performance as well; a big amount of jobs
had been dealt with from their side.

The Hamburg Star was at Chengxi shipyard to undertake the 2nd
Special Survey from 3rd August till 22nd August 2015. The due

The entire shipyard time can be evaluated as very effective. In

date for docking was not until December 2015; however after

all points such as in financial, technical and operational matters a

termination of the Maruba time charter and the Argentinian cabo-

good result was achieved.

tage trade it was decided to take her to the shipyard as soon as
possible. Redelivery of the vessel from the Maruba time charter

After departing the shipyard there was still some on-going tank

after 3 years was off Montevideo at Ricalada Pilot Station on 23rd

cleaning to be done on anchorage for the future clean trade.

March 2015.
Before moving to the Cyprus office I handed over the responsibilAfter a short voyage with loading and discharging in Brazil a

ity for this vessel, she remained at the Hamburg office and I wish

cargo could be fixed ex Caribs to the Far East. After discharge

all the best in the future for the “Hamburg Star” and her crew.

at Singapore the vessel proceeded to China with an acceptable
deviation of only 4 days. This time was used to prepare the
vessel for entering the shipyard; tank cleaning, gas freeing etc.
was done en route.
During loading at St Eustatius we had to pass a painful Port State
Inspection. However after 3 years under cabotage trade with no
“real” Port State Inspection in Argentina there was nothing else
to expect, and the vessel really needed to go to the shipyard.
Another challenge was that after the shipyard period the vessel
should enter into the Scorpio time charter and the intention was
to trade her clean. After 10 years in dirty trade big efforts had to
be undertaken to manage the changeover to carry clean cargos.
Upon arrival at the shipyard all jobs were dealt with in accord-

“Hamburg Star” – nice and shiny

ance with our specification and the agreed time schedule. In the
beginning the vessel was quadruple banked, however a floating
crane and other means of access had been provided from the
shipyard and no delays were encountered. Sufficient and skilled

“CHEMTRANS RUGEN” –
SEMBCORP SHIPYARD, SINGAPORE

manpower was available. I was supported during that time by
Belchem Superintendent Mr Liu, who gave really great support,

After having already docked the sister “Chemtrans Rouen” earlier

especially when dealing with the locals. It was mainly to his

in 2015 at Senbawang, we also decided to put the “Chemtrans

merit that all went smoothly; again many thanks to him and the

Rugen” in Sembcorp shipyard. She was there from 23rd Septem-

Singapore team.

ber till 6th October 2015.
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With some of our Panamax vessels we already had some long

Kalimantan, the farmers are burning down the jungle to prepare

lasting relations with this shipyard before and it was good to

the land for planting palm trees for oil production. The smoke

meet some old friends again.

was carried over to the Singapore/Malaysia area; the whole population suffered from this and on some days it was really not a

The “Chemtrans Rugen” was not jet due for the 3rd Special Sur-

pleasure to be there. It is a tremendous environmental impact

vey. However we decided to dock the vessel in 2015 in view of

and obviously nobody finds a way or is willing to stop it.

the upcoming regulation for the Ballast Water Treatment System.
This new regulation was supposed to come into force for ves-

A positive aspect was the person of our shipyard assigned Project

sels with scheduled dry-dock after 1/1/2016, and this item only

Manager, Mr T.C. Chong. This man is even a couple of years older

would have been a huge investment for the vessel.

than me and working more than 40 years at the same shipyard.
He was always on top of the situation and it was a great pleasure

In combination with the 3rd Special Survey, CAP (Condition

to work with him. Having spent many years in shipyards myself

Assessment Program) was also done. The CAP rating is required

and also during many dry-docks during my CST time, I rarely met

by Oil Major for vessels older than 15 years.

a person like him. Our working relationship was excellent and
definitely I will remember him for long time. My thanks to T.C.

As usual the shipyard was very busy with works on off-shore

Chong.

installations like rigs, FSPO and a lot of tankers and other vessels.
However the agreed time schedule from the shipyard was well
maintained and kept. All went smoothly and no further disruptions took place. Even when it was found unexpectedly that the
upper pintle bush of the rudder needed to be renewed (Thordon
bush), it could all purchased, machined, installed, welded and
tested without causing any delays.
The biggest and most cost intensive jobs for doing the CAP rating
are taking the UTM readings and evaluation of cargo and ballast
water tanks. However all tanks have been found to be in very
good condition; only a minor steel amount had to be replaced
and also the coating condition has been evaluated by Class as
“GOOD”. CAP rating “1” could be obtained for Hull, Cargo and

T.C. Chong and “Chemtrans Rugen“ disappearing into haze

Machinery.
All other specified jobs have been done without any further surprises and extra costs, all remained well within the budgeted

“CHEMTRANS RIGA” – VICTOR LENAC SHIPYARD,
RIJEKA / CROATIA

costs, and the performance of the crew helped as well to keep
the costs below the set limits. Thanks to all persons involved.

Similar to “Chemtrans Rugen” the docking of “Chemtrans Riga”
was done already in 2015 in view of the upcoming regulations

A negative aspect was the “haze”, prevailing from September to

for the Ballast Water Treatment System. In total we spent 15 days

early December each year. In Indonesia, mainly on Sumatra and

at the yard from 14th to 29th November 2015.
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The whole docking time was longer than expected and planned
for the following reasons:
After discharge of her last cargo in Aliaga, Turkey, it was planned
to do the COT cleaning and gas freeing en route to the shipyard
and dispose of the slops to the shore facility at Rijeka. On short
notice we were informed that unexpectedly another vessel had
to be de-slopped and no more shore tank capacity was available.
Consequently we had to change our plans, clean the tanks on the
way to Piraeus, complete the cleaning on anchorage and de-slop
the vessel.
On arrival at the shipyard we had to go alongside as no dock

“Chemtrans Riga” nearly ready to go

space was available. In principal there are 2 docks (dock #5 and
#11) to accommodate the vessel. One of the docks remained
occupied because the vessel inside suffered severe damage

or delays, and the vessel was evaluated for Hull, Cargo and Ma-

when putting back the tail shaft and propeller. The stern tube

chinery with rating “1”. All team members of the shipyard staff,

bearings were damaged and needed to be replaced. The delivery

Class surveyors, service engineers, subcontractors and of course

time was estimated at approximately 2 weeks and hence there

our good crew contributed to a successful shipyard stay. Costs

was no chance for us to get the dock for our vessel.

remained within budget limits and all jobs have been completed
to full satisfaction. Thanks to all.

The other dock was occupied by a Panamax tanker of E. Jacob.
The steel repairs inside the ballast tanks obviously exceeded all
earlier estimates and basic repair works affecting the vessel’s
integrity had to be completed in a dry-dock. Once the vessel
was ready for undocking, adverse weather conditions with strong
storm prevented undocking /docking operations. All activities
were suspended by the shipyard’s safety department. All these
unpredictable events caused a delay of about 1 week.
When the vessel was alongside, all no-dock related jobs were
started immediately and completed. Full manpower from the
shipyard was provided and the time inside the dry-dock could
be reduced to the minimum. In this way we at least saved some
time. Also the CAP survey was completed without any problems
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How healthy are you?

FLEET MAGAZINE

Do you have a healthy diet? Do you exercise regularly?
Do you drink at least 8 glasses of water a day? Do you
get enough sleep every day?

heart, lungs, gall bladder, liver, stomach, intestines, etc) may be

Our body is our temple, and we need to take care of it to have

Good health isn’t just about healthy eating and exercise – it also

a healthy life. Think of your body as your physical shell to take

includes having a positive mental health, healthy self-image and

you through life. If you repeatedly abuse it with unhealthy food,

a healthy lifestyle.

working well, but they may not be tomorrow. Don’t take your
good health today for granted. Take proper care of your body.

your shell will wear out quickly. While you may look okay on the
outside, on the inside, your arteries are getting clogged up with

Today we will introduce to you the New Food Pyramid 2015 and

cholesterol and arterial plaque. That’s not a pretty sight!

will give you some good advice about a healthy food plan you
might follow for a healthy and happier life.

Life is beautiful and you don’t want to bog yourself down with
unnecessary health problems. Today, your vital organs (kidneys,

A healthy diet: Tips and tricks

Fruit

Healthy Fats

Organic Meats

Veggies

Water

9
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Fruit

Salt

1. Eat 2 to 3 pieces of fruit a day.

1.	Eating too much salt can cause high blood pressure and in-

2. You can eat fruit with your breakfast, as a snack or as a dessert.
3.	Choose different types of fruit to make sure you take in all the
different vitamins and minerals.
4. Fresh fruit and frozen fruit are both very healthy.
5.	Choose canned fruit in its own juice over canned fruit in
syrup. This last one contains extra sugar, which is bad for
your health.

creases the risk of heart disease.
2. Choose as often as possible fresh products over ready-to-eat
meals. The last one is a very big source of salt.
3.	Limit the use of smoked products, pickled products, readyto-eat soup and sauce, mustard, ketchup, soy sauce, salted
crackers, chips and other products that contain a lot of salt.
4.	When cooking, add salt as little as possible and limit the use
of bouillon cubes; they contain a lot of salt too.

Vegetables
1.	Eat 300 grams of vegetables a day, preferably 200 grams of

5.	Use fresh herbs, garlic, onions, pepper,… for extra flavour
instead of salt.

cooked or steamed vegetables and 100 grams of raw vegetables.
2.	Soup with a lot of vegetables in it is also a tasty way to get
to 300 grams a day.
3.	Choose different types of vegetables to make sure you take
in all the different vitamins and minerals.

Sugar
1.	A diet that contains a lot of sugar can lead to obesity and
diabetes type 2
2.	If you want to drink a soda, choose light drinks over drinks
that contain a lot of sugar.

4. Both fresh and frozen vegetables are very healthy.

3.	Don’t overdo the fruit juices, they contain a lot of sugar too.

5.	Canned vegetables or vegetables in glass jars often contain a

4.	If you want to add some sweetness to a drink or to food, or if

lot of salt, but it is better than no vegetables at all.
6.	Don’t cook vegetables longer than needed, so they keep their
vitamins and minerals.

you bake something, try some other sweeteners than sugar
like Canderel or SweetLeaf.
5.	Choose a healthy snack. Candy, cookies, pie and other sweets
can be replaced by fruit, fresh soup, a dairy product/soy pro-

Dairy products
1.	Milk, yoghurt, cottage cheese, other types of cheese, pudding,… they are all examples of dairy products.
2.	Dairy products contain a lot of vitamins and minerals like

duct,…
6.	Limit the use of products with a lot of added sugar like pastry,
cereal with added sugar, jam, honey, sweetened dairy products, icecream,…

calcium.
3. Eat 3 to 4 dairy products a day and eat 1 to 2 slices of cheese.
4.	You can eat dairy products with your breakfast, as a snack or
as a dessert.
5.	Choose light cheese and (semi-)skimmed milk/dairy products
and make sure they are unsweetened.
6.	If you cannot tolerate milk sugar, soy products enriched with
calcium or lactose free products can be a great alternative.

10
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Safety Campaigns
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We have run campaigns previously, however they did not receive

then be made as to how to improve the level of safety in the

the profile or publicity that campaigns require to be 100% effec-

specific area, the time required to ensure the effectiveness of

tive. The message did not reach everybody.

the campaign will be identified, briefings of the campaign will
be held in the office and then information will be sent to each

Firstly we need to understand what a campaign is. In this article

vessel, with full instructions and material where required.

we will look at what a campaign is, the function of a campaign,
how it can be implemented and the benefits of successful cam-

It is important that everybody on board is aware as to what

paigns.

the purpose of a campaign is and is not:
What a safety campaign is has already been discussed above.

When we talk about campaigns we are talking of “Safety “ cam-

What a safety campaign is NOT:

paigns, no politics involved or voting.
	It is NOT an admission of failure of people (it is about
We are all aware of the “concentrated inspection campaigns”

giving individuals the possibility to improve)

that Port States announce from time-to-time, the latest

	It is NOT about blaming people for failure (it is a positive

being enclosed space entry. In other words the campaign is:

step in improving our safety culture, identifying possible
sources of failure and managing them to prevent failure)

	A set of activities that aim to promote awareness and
improve safety in a specific area of concern. This will be

It is NOT an additional work load
	It is NOT a new idea conceived by people in the office

done through:

(every vessel is encouraged to identify areas for safety

•	Raising awareness of an issue that has been identified (e.g.

improvement on board)

poor training, poorly maintained FFE)
•	Changing attitudes by improving acceptance of safety
measures (e.g. ensure that safety checks are correctly

We all have a role to play in safety campaigns. Following is
a brief outline:

filled in, record keeping is accurate and completed a timely
manner)
•	Encouraging participation of all persons (ship and shore)

Management (ashore and on board):
	to promote these campaigns in a positive manner, don’t

•	Involving all persons

hide behind “the office has told me to do this” or “here

•	Changing behaviours, e.g. full use of PPE, accurate record

is something that the safety department has come out

keeping. Through monitoring/feedback/challenging/train-

with……”. Be positive, “here is an area where we can

ing and if required disciplinary measures

improve our safety…”, “I fully support that we…”, “by

	Time-bound; the campaigns will run for a specific period
of time

doing this we will all improve safety...”
Involved in the delivery of the campaign

High profile
	Fully supported by senior management ashore and on
board
	Enforced

Superintendents:
Design and development of the campaign
Monitoring the effectiveness of the campaign
Encourage the development of the campaign

How this will work is that a specific safety concern will be iden-

Delivering the campaign

tified, an analysis as to why the concern has arisen, a plan will
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Barge for the bunkering of vessels
with LNG

Ships are the main means of transport for goods worldwide. More than 55,000 merchant ships transport
approx. 10 billion tons of goods per year. While the
large transport volume results in a positive environmental performance per ton and kilometer compared
to other means of transport, the absolute amount of
CO2 emissions is significantly higher than that of other
transport means. And for the pollutants sulfur oxides
(SOx), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulate matter,
the balance sheet looks even worse. Especially in maritime zones with dense traffic such as the North Sea
and the Baltic Sea and in port cities, exhaust gases
of ships add significantly to the exposure to nitrogen
oxides and particulate matter.

MS“HELGOLAND“

Due to the requirements of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the EU, the use of heavy fuel oil (particularly
with high sulfur content) is no longer permitted in many sea
areas unless systems for exhaust gas aftertreatment are installed.
The use of cleaner fuels offers an alternative to the expensive
exhaust gas treatment. Here the use of natural gas is a good
choice. However, in order to be able to store a sufficient quantity

MS“OSTFRIESLAND“

on board, the gas has to be cooled down to about -160°C and
liquefied, which reduces the specific volume by a factor of 600.
In 2015, the first 2 ships which use LNG as fuel went into service
in Germany. Refueling of these ships is currently done by tank
truck, with the LNG being transported by road from Rotterdam or
Zeebrugge to Cuxhaven and Emden.

LNG-Barge

In order to improve the logistics for the supply of larger amounts
of LNG, Marine Service GmbH has developed a mobile filling station using barge mounted LNG container tanks.

14
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The LNG tank containers are specially designed IMO IGC code

The bunker barge can be filled directly from an LNG tanker

approved units which can be filled and emptied on board of a

equipped with a bunker port. For this the barge is brought into

vessel.

position alongside the tanker close to its bunker door. The barge
is equipped with spud poles which are lowered to the seabed
to give a safe position holding without having to use mooring
ropes. The barge transfer manifold is connected with hoses to
the tank system of the LNG carrier and the LNG containers can
then be filled.
The barges manifold station is located at the midship of the
barge, to which the containers are connected via hoses and quick
couplings. All containers can be filled simultaneously with a maximum bunker rate of 300 m³/h.

SHIP to Barge Transfer

All devices needed for the filling and transport of the tank containers are installed on the barge. Up to twelve 40’ tank containers
can be loaded. The pontoon can be built as a non-self-propelled
barge (as shown in the picture), which is transported by tug or
pusher tug to the desired location.
If frequent relocations are necessary, a self-propelled alternative
can be employed.

LNG Manifold Station

After filling the containers, the barge can be towed/pushed to
the ship which is to be bunkered with LNG. A pump at the barge’s
manifold station is used to transfer the LNG to the recipient ship
with a transfer rate of approximately 25 to 100 m³/h.
Filled containers can also be loaded with a container crane onto
a truck or rail car and then be transported to an end consumer.
In this way, a supply of petrol stations and industrial plants on
LNG Bunker Port

land is also possible.
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In addition to the filling and the transport of LNG containers, con-

For power generation, the barge is equipped with a diesel gen-

tainers with liquid nitrogen can also be loaded and transported.

erator. Attention has, of course, also been given to safety. Gas

These are required, for example, whenever LNG fuel tanks on-

detectors monitor all areas of the barge. A water spray system

board a ship have to be cooled down again to -160°C after a

protects the containers against heating-up in case of fire. A

docking time. Here, the nitrogen may be transferred to the ship

powder extinguishing system in way of the bunker connections

either in liquid form or, by using a vapourizer installed on the

serves as a fire-fighting system.

barge, in gaseous form.
By using the mobile LNG filling station based on the LNG container barge, the logistic gap between truck supply of small
amounts of LNG and supply of larger amounts via ship-to-ship
transfer is covered.

Weighing Cell System

A problem up to now when supplying LNG has been accurately
measuring the delivered quantities. A volumetric measurement
does not deliver precise figures because the LNG can change its

Dr. Ing. Jochen Schmidt-Lüßmann,
Senior Cryogenic Engineer,
Marine Service GmbH

density significantly depending on composition and temperature.
To solve this, the barge is equipped with a weighing cell system
which determines the exact weights when loading or discharging the container. For controlling and evaluating the weighing, a
small office is provided onboard which also serves as a common
room for the crew.
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MS SOPHIE returns
after a 7-year time charter
with Todd Energy

Dear Captain Victor,
This one is personal for both you and Oleg, after seven years of

running the vessel was extremely appreciated. I hope the same

working for Todd Energy the Sophie is going back to her owners.

appreciation was shown over the last year.

A sad day, but I suppose inevitable, as the Sophie has performed
as well as anyone could wish for.

It has been a real pleasure working with Oleg and yourself, and
I missed the year I was away and am glad I could have assisted

This of course is wholly due to the efforts Oleg and yourself put

in the redelivery.

into making the ship work, and when I was with Todd Energy,
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